How Long Must They Suffer?

How long must the suffering of the farmworker, the lowest paid member of American society continue? How many families, workers and children will women and children toil in the fields under the hot sun lacking the simplest of sanitary facilities? How many more children will be born into a life of misery with no hope for the future? How many more people will be killed and injured through the misuse of dangerous pesticides?

In 1965 in Delano, California, five thousand farmworkers walked out of the fields to say that these conditions will no longer be tolerated. The start of the movement now called the "Grape strike and Grape boycott" began along the simple theme that farmworkers are human beings and no longer will allow themselves to be treated as animals.

In 1965 through the help of a successful consumer boycott of grapes, farmworkers now have justice and dignity in the grape fields. For the first time things such as job security, control of pesticides, water and toilets in the fields, and union recognition are a reality for the farmworker.

The struggle for a decent human life is not over but now continues in the lettuce fields of Salinas, California. In this struggle the growers are trying to confuse the public by saying that there is a jurisdictional dispute. This is not true. The growers violated the right of self-determination of the farmworkers by choosing an outside union. They invited in the Teamsters Union and signed "sweetheart" contracts with this union without allowing the farmworkers the right to an election. The United Farmworkers and the Teamsters have reached a jurisdictional agreement whereby the Teamsters agree to stay out of the fields as far as representing farmworkers and the UFWC agrees to stay out of the packing sheds and processing plants. There is no longer any discrimination.

Since the strike began on August 3 major companies have given up their "Contracts" with the Teamsters, and after allowing legal elections, new elections now will be represented by the farmworkers unions. The lettuce from these fields will be grown on a black acee eagle on the box of lettuce. All farmworkers are asking for a basic human right which includes the right to choose their own union.

Since December 4 when Bud Antle, the largest non-union grower, after obtaining a court injunction against the boycott was responsible for jailing Caesar Chavez, the head of the UFWOC for three weeks, the boycott has been directed against all his products. Bud Antle is strongly involved with the Dow Chemical Corporation which also produces pesticides which cause serious harm to farmworkers.

The UFWOC has opened an office in the Providence area and is appealing to all people to boycott all non-farmworker lettuce. The answers to the questions which began this article can only be answered by you. We need your help to put the growers, the courts, the Congress, or the government (which is now International Committee of the UN) on notice that increasing its purchase of Bud Antle Lettuce by 300%.

Or hope is in you because it is only through your support that the misery and suffering of the people that you will be ended.

Farmworkers have lived on sympathy and promises for too long, we need your active support for picket lines, for leafleting and financial contributions.

If you would care to help us or want to help support our cause as a contribution please contact:
United Farm Workers Organizing Committee
274 Weybosset St. Room 203
Providence, R.I. 02901

Jan Galkowski works on Lucky.

Lucky Path To Artificial Mind
By M. J. Donovan

At 3:30 on a Saturday morning day 136 students were mostly asleep. I was surprised when I actually found several students actively engaged in a serious and studious manner at such an ungodly hour.

As I ventured down to Albertus Magnus and the computer center on a hunch I came upon four people led by Physics major Jan Galkowski involved in a serious and studious simulation of the current Apollo 14 space flight, much as they had done in their new Apollo simulation program that he and his team had been in preparation for this event for the last three months and had been awake each night since the beginning of the flight printing out the flight plan and tracking the

(Continued on Page 3)
Dear Uncle Al:

What will the class of 1971 be doing next year? I truly miss you."

Dorjean & Murray

Dear Dorje & Murray:

Tom Sheehan - Daytona Beach; Tom Grant, Robert C. Gallagher, 1st round draft choices of the New York Knicks; Frank Connors, ticket seller at Lincoln Downs; Panda-cheerleader for Boston College; Dave Ledworth-PGA gold tour; Bill Connell, 119 Birch Street; John MacCain of Bowery; Sean Kelly's 1st string center U.S. Army; Bill Miller, Salvation Army Band; Andy Conway, Fitchburg; Tuna Club: Richard Gomez, circulation director of the New York Times; James C. Monheim, and greens keeper at the Masters; John Marchetti, Matt Mitchell Bros.; Brian Hearns, will carry on the tradition of milkman for Birch Street; John MacCann - the old student-Faculty Judicial Board with three options to a hearing student: 1) a hearing officer, 2) a dormitory committee and 3) an administrative hearing. The hearing officer is a qualified attorney who, according to Dr. Peckham, is under no contract during his period of service. The hearing officer must submit a recommendation before a set deadline to the college president, who has only three working days to act on it.

Under the new rules, a hearing may be scheduled within 14 days of the time during the week to eliminate lengthy waiting for the student. Disciplinary actions now will be held more rapidly than ever before, Dr. Peckham said. Another important change in the judicial rules is the elaboration of an accused student's rights. The new rules state that, "the student charged shall be regarded as innocent of the charges against him until the contrary is established by a preponderance of the evidence."

"The hearing officer shall find a hearing student to have committed the acts as to which he is charged when the hearing officer is persuaded by a preponderance of the evidence that the student committed said acts."

And, "in any case in which a student is entitled to a hearing, the student may instead waive a hearing and accept a sanction with respect to discipline and decision with respect to eligibility for or termination of financial aid, as recommended by the Coordinator and approved by the President."

(The new order involves a "coordinator" assigned by the President, to be in "general charge of the administration of these procedures, the duties described in these procedures and such other duties as the President may determine.

The board, which will consist of three student, and faculty representatives, will review the case and then make a recommendation to the President may either be in opposition or in support to the original recommendation.

Messianic Jews

Offer free Bible literature concerning this world event:

Write: SCRIPTURES, Dept. C-913, 1500 Bush Street, San Francisco, Calif., 94109.

DRAFT COUNSELING GROUP SPONSORS PEACE FILM

Berrigan's "The Holy Outlaw" - a film shot during the War in Southeast Asia in the name of human rights.

Aquinas Lounge

Tuesday, Feb. 16

7 P.M.

Father Richard Wurmbrand, of BROP (R.I. Peace Offensive for Freedom) will direct discussion.

New System Of Justice

PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island, February 2, 1971 Six Providence College students will be participating in Internship Programs in Washington during the week of February 8th. Three will be with Senator Claiborne Pell and three with Representative Robert G. C. Mather.

The students are Michael K. Kohl, Class of 1971, of 727 Woonson Street, Oak Park, Illinois; Theodore J. Wysocki, Jr., Class of 71, of 5146 W. Nelson Avenue, Chicago, Ill., and Michael J. Zimmer, Class of 1973, of 31 Williamson Drive, Livingston, N.J., who will intern with Senator Pell. John M. O'Kane, Class of 1971, of 31 Williamson Drive, Waterbury, Conn.; Gerald D. Downes, Class of 1973, of 28 Howard St. Pittsfield, Mass.; and Leon C. Drezek, also of the Class of 1973, of 351 Eddy Street, New Britain, Conn., will intern with Representative Mather.

They will work in the senator's and the representative's offices, observe the activities of Congress and attend committee hearings and briefings at executive agencies.

Movie Series From S.M.U.

SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS University will bring to a conclusion its annual Winter Festival, February 14th, with a series of movies designed to please a wide variety of individual preferences, and a special folk concert.

The movies, of "Flick Time," as the event is known, will run continuously from 11 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the Dartmouth High School auditorium. In order of appearance the flicks will be: "Alice in Wonderland," "Casino Royale," "W. C. Fields' Happening," "Gas Light Follies," and "Wait Until Dark." The series is balanced in order to offer something to every age and the group "Vesuvius" will be playing the fiddles.

The committee for the SMU Winter Festival, particularly chairman Robert Williams, Edward Johnson, Michael Grieco, among numerous others, wishes to express its gratitude to the public for their greatly needed assistance and support in presenting what they hope will prove to be a highly successful affair.

Typing Service

Thesis, term paper, draft
Call 491-0526
Mrs. Helen Shuman

New System Of Justice

New System Of Justice

Northbridge, Calif. (LP) - The new system of justice, implemented in all state colleges this year, allows more flexibility to the accused student, according to Dean of Students Edmund Peckham of San Fernando Valley State College.

At SMU, rules issued by the Chancellor's Office, fall under Executive Order 109, which is "issued by the President of the University." The executive order states that an accused student shall be regarded as innocent of the charges against him until the contrary is established by a preponderance of the evidence.

"The hearing officer shall find a hearing student to have committed the acts as to which he is charged when the hearing officer is persuaded by a preponderance of the evidence that the student committed said acts."

And, "in any case in which a student is entitled to a hearing, the student may instead waive a hearing and accept a sanction with respect to discipline and decision with respect to eligibility for or termination of financial aid, as recommended by the Coordinator and approved by the President."

The (new order involves a "coordinator" assigned by the President, to be in "general charge of the administration of these procedures, the duties described in these procedures and such other duties as the President may determine.

The board, which will consist of three student, and faculty representatives, will review the case and then make a recommendation to the President may either be in opposition or in support to the original recommendation.

Messianic Jews

Offer free Bible literature concerning this world event:

Write: SCRIPTURES, Dept. C-913, 1500 Bush Street, San Francisco, Calif., 94109.
Frosh Brings Computer Alive

(Continued from Page 1)

path of this mission simultaneously with the astronauts and performing the same functions.

Unfolding the story of what he was doing and what he has done I learned many interesting facts about this versatile young man and his team.

Concerning the Apollo simulations Jan said he has worked on this since the Apollo 11 mission including the Apollo 12, and the aborted mission of Apollo 13. Noting that the Apollo simulations have been successful, Jan explained the background for his operation. "Before the Apollo 11 I programmed a simulation of the terminal descent to the lunar surface the theme being to determine how well it was done. A space mission provides a good test for a computer simulation. A computer must be very effective to cope with it."

From this background came a simulation using the Providence College computers to trace the trans-lunar injection of Apollo 12 and again he was very successful. Sending a report on his activities to Chester Lee, Apollo Mission Director, Jan received a return letter promising help and interest. This served as a basis for relations and co-operation with NASA on Apollo 13 and 14. All of these programs along with previous work by Jan have led to the development of what Jan refers to as LUCKY which is the main center of his concern. Jan, through the Apollo missions and much of his earlier experiences has been working on a concept of Artificial Intelligence in a computer which is the study or development of a program of system which has behavioral characteristics associated with human intelligence.

"LUCKY is a logical program. The digital computer here is not to be confused with LUCKY," states Jan, rather "When you program a digital computer with the program of Lucky it emulates what Lucky would behave like."

Jan and his group are among four such groups in the country working on the concept of Artificial Intelligence. M.I.T., Stanford and NASA are among the others. Jan says that he prefers "to work with NASA as they are the only civilian agency working on this while the M.I.T. and Stanford teams work for the Pentagon. Stating that he has been tinkering with the concept of Artificial Intelligence for a long time he feels that, "This is the first of this type in the world. It is not as sophisticated as we would like it to be and we are testing it to see how successful it will be. Within six months we will be able to talk to it in some form of English. LUCKY essentially builds an internal model of an external environment. Give him a task to accomplish and he performs the task in the model internally and then transfers this accomplishment to the external world. This will fit in with a number of people's definition of thinking. He can learn right away and improve on it internally. He is capable of learning.

Another interesting aspect of LUCKY is that he is capable of emotional progress and identity. He measures emotional responses."

Perhaps the most important part of the project LUCKY Jan is quick to add, is the people who are working on it. John Gargarro was there Saturday morning. John is a Math Major and is a senior. Chris Willard came onto the program with Apollo 13, and Jan says you could call him second in command. Chris is a freshman at URI. Tom 'Santos '71 a math major has been helpful working with the things on the terminals with the things on the terminals and with the NASA backgrounds Sophomore at La Salle, Jan's younger brother rounds out the team. He is at Our Lady of Providence Seminary and helps with background information.

Much more will be said about this young man and I will continue with more information about him in the next issue. Consider it "to be continued."

Information stored concerning Apollo 14.

Mark Galkowski, John Gargarro, and Jon Galkowski monitor Apollo mission. Cowl foto by M. Donohue.

VISTA NEEDS...

- Business Majors
- Humanities Majors
- Lawyers
- Architects and City Planners
- Health Specialists
- Education Majors
- YOU

Volunteers In Service To America on campus FEBRUARY 10-12

NO GIMMICKS OR SPECIAL DEALS
Just an honest presentation of Life Insurance

Connecticut Mutual
Life

- outstanding performance since 1846 -

for the "Blue Chip" Story CALL

Cortlandt Clarke or Lou B. Mario
1904 Industrial Bldg. 274-3620

Cowl foto by M. Donohue
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EDITORIAL

Gives Us A Break

As The Cowl changes over to a new Editorial Staff in its next issue on March 3rd, we would like to take the opportunity of our last issue to make a final plug. It has long been our considered opinion that some deserved compensation should be provided for the members of the Editorial Board of The Cowl who spend long hours in turning out its copy. In looking back it is impossible for us to estimate the amount of time spent in working on the newspaper and its related activities by the Editor, Associate Editor, and News Editors. We feel that The Cowl is an integral part of the Providence College community and steps should be taken not only to maintain its operation but more important to help improve its present lagging situation. The most readily apparent consequence of The Cowl's difficulties this year has been the so-called "bland" tone that has characterized most of its copy. In a recent year, lack of manuscript has constantly hindered us in functioning adequately as the campus media organ.

The deadness and non-involvement that has gripped College campuses in general and apathy in particular on this campus has certainly taken its toll on us. Our suggestion is one that has been kicked around for the last several years, mainly this: to provide some kind of incentive program for those who give a great deal of their time to The Cowl. There are several ways this can be done, for instance, providing a scale of salaries for each of the editors out of The Cowl's operating budget, or perhaps tuition scholarships, and certainly Journalism credits. We feel that any such program is bound to be a shot in the arm to The Cowl and could only serve to provide a continuity of talent that it so badly needs right now. There will soon be a proposal before the Student Congress introducing just such incentive measures. We ask student and administration support for this proposal and the members of the Student Congress for their special consideration. The Cowl's future is at stake.

MEMO -- FROM THE EDITOR

It seems a bit odd, and perhaps sad, that these will be my last comments as Editor-in-Chief of THE COWL. By the time you read this Memo, I will have relinquished my past. Something FINAL always bears a shroud of remorse, and although my tenure an Editor has been anything but a utopian experience, I do feel a certain sadness.

The data I have accumulated concerning the workings of the human mind over my one year term could be used as a detailed outline in a graduate Psychology course. Contact with a large cross-section of the entire Providence College Community has been my greatest reward. Somehow meeting people face to face removes the invisible, yet ever present, façade that mysteriously sets individuals aside as newsmakers.

It was a difficult term. Campus activities, not only at Providence but throughout the country, came to an abrupt halt. The newsmakers of last spring have taken underground and the news must be exposed by the apathy in particular on this campus has certainly taken its toll on us. Our suggestion is one that has been kicked around for the last several years, mainly this: to provide some kind of incentive program for those who give a great deal of their time to The Cowl. There are several ways this can be done, for instance, providing a scale of salaries for each of the editors out of The Cowl's operating budget, or perhaps tuition scholarships, and certainly Journalism credits. We feel that any such program is bound to be a shot in the arm to The Cowl and could only serve to provide a continuity of talent that it so badly needs right now. There will soon be a proposal before the Student Congress introducing just such incentive measures. We ask student and administration support for this proposal and the members of the Student Congress for their special consideration. The Cowl's future is at stake.

Here's a government position with a real future for both men and women. An officer's job in the Air Force. A management level job in anybody's book. Certainly, there's no better way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsibility. If you have two years of college remaining, you could find yourself earning an Air Force commission while you learn, through the Air Force ROTC two-year program. With college credits and a commission, you'll receive $350 each month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position you promised will be waiting for you. If an advanced degree is in your plans, you'll be happy to learn that the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.

If you're in your final year of college, you can get your commission through the Air Force Officer Training Program. It is open to all college graduates, both men and women, who qualify.

Check it out. You'll find that the Air Force is one career that offers something for everyone. Nearly 430 different jobs, ranging from aeronautical engineering to psychology, with almost everything in between, including flying. But whatever your duties, you'll soon discover that the Air Force will let you move as far as fast as your talents can take you.

So look ahead and let your college years pay off for you with a managerial position in the U.S. Air Force. Just send in this coupon or write to USAF Military Personnel Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB, Texas 78148, and get your postgraduate career off the ground.

Find yourself in the United States Air Force.

MEMBER
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Bernard McKay
This Race We Call Human

Last week Jim Crawford, the COWL's Editor-in-Chief, had a particularly frustrating experience with the environment, the wanton destruction of wildlife, and the superito...
U.R.I. Goes Right

Kingston, R.I. — (I.P.) — The chairman of the Student Lecture Committee at the University of Rhode Island thinks the House Internal Security Committee is beating a dead horse.

"Radical speakers were last year's thing," said Kevin Horan, a political science major. "There's no interest in them this year. The lectures students want to hear are William F. Buckley and Paul Ehrlich, the author of 'The Population Bomb.'"

Last fall, a U.S. District Court judge issued a permanent injunction against government printing and distribution of a list of 65 persons labeled by the political science major. "There's community that it is my studied Committee to submit lists of its chairman of the Student Lecture Series and concerned opinion that Fr. Yablonski, attracted only 125

As examples of failing interest, Mr. Horan cited small audiences drawn by the first two lectures of this year's series. Toby Moffet, who resigned in the spring as President Nixon's youth adviser, had an audience of 300. The second speaker, Joseph "Chip" Yablonski, attracted only 125 persons.

Of the speakers listed by the Internal Security Committee, two had spoken at URI as part of a lively Student Lecture Series which brought figures including Art Buchwald, Robert Welch, Adam Clayton Powell, William Knshtler, Mark Hatfield and: 1.50 Singles

"A Class of '72 Event"
Intramural Hoop League Close;
Boston, Jersey, Diddlers, Top

After five weeks of play, the Intramural and Carolan Club Leagues are still very tight with ten teams fighting for the three divisional crowns. According to John Scarsella, League Commissioner, the battle for the playoff spots should last until the end of March.

The Intramural League has four teams battling for the lead with three teams undefeated. Two clubs representing New Jersey, along with Meagher’s Hustlers, are battling the Greater Boston Club for the lead. Last week, the Greater Boston Club defeated the Met G Club 66-25 behind Jack Scanlan, Kevin Kelley, and Kevin Carey. Undated Jersey A crushed the Four Titans 64-49. They have been led by Dave Melinowitz, Joe Mitele, and center Bill Connell. The Waterbury B Club raised its record to 5-2 by upsetting Meagher’s Hustlers, 43-19, despite the efforts of Larry Trone, Bill Lubin and Mike Denuhale. The Panther B team eliminated Upsitter A, 63-46, behind Joe Patrice and Jimmy Holy.

Other scores last week were: Dillon Club 30-Football Club 23, International Club 40-Dillon Club, Frosh 27, Attleboro B 39-Leahy’s Gang 32, Panther A 37-Frosh Stumps 23. The Dorm League has two tight battles going in both divisions. In Division A, the Diddlers, Treks, Moniques, and Gapo are still in the running for the title. The Diddlers are being paced by Connell, Milenowitz and Jack Donahue. Jack Scanlan, Kevin Carey and Kevin Kelley have helped the Treks keep pace with Gapo. Gapo has lost only once behind the scoring of Jimmy Martone and Butch Bisul. Moniques is also in the race due to the shooting of John Hopkins and Bob McCue.

Division B sees two teams chasing the PC Pimps for the title. The Pimps, led by Frank O’Dell and John Lynch, are just behind the Pimps. The Bongers have lost twice despite the efforts of Mark Sauskas and Dave Cusano.

PC INTRAMURAL LEAGUE

ST. JOSEPH’S VS
PROVIDENCE

SCHAEFER CIRCLE OF SPORTS ON TV

Schaefer Circle of Sports

Talk Show On WDOM

"Sports Rap," a one-hour program highlighting sports will begin this Friday evening on WDOM 91.3 FM at 6:30 p.m. The format of the talk show according to freshmen Steve Philpott, "Ray Halligan," and "Eddie O’Donnell," will be a discussion of the sporting world, with listeners then calling to express New York. "Sports Rap."

Guests will be regularly featured from the PC sports world—free tickets to Providence College and other top sports events will be given winners of the "Sports Rap" weekly ‘sports quiz.’

The PC intramural sports trio “hope to internationalize their show with all sports.” Following in the footsteps of the St. Joseph’s sports trio “to help sports editors learn the tricks to their trade.” All PC Friar sports fans should give it a listen.

When I first took over the sports section of the Cowl, I said that I would try to give all the teams that represented the school equal coverage and add some new sections to the sports page. Although I failed to do both, I would like to thank a few people who made my job easier one.

First of all, I would like to thank Tom Maguire, Bill Sullivan and Emil Fioravanti for the excellent photography work that they did. I could not count the number of times they came through with last second photos when I was up to fill space. The quality of their pictures speaks in behalf of their talents.

Secondly, I would like to say thank-you to the writers who were part of the sports staff. Although I only had a few writers, they did much more work than was required of them.

Vin Altura, Ed Paglia, Fran Conners, Chris Schultz and Peter Gobis all did a great job. They were not only good, dependable sportswriters, but also a fine group of men who were willing to go out of their way to get a story or see a game.

Peter Gobis, who was my man Friday, did much more than was expected of him. During the soccer season, he practically lived with the soccer team and was their number one fan. The soccer team thought so much of his efforts on their behalf that they gave him an award at the end of the season. I do not have an award to give for the number of times he came to my rescue, but I know he will be a great sports editor.

Third, I would like to thank Jim Crawford for all the help and advice he gave during the year. Jimmy had a big burden placed on his shoulders when the Visitor Printing Company went out of business, but he managed to help the entire staff make it through that brief crisis at the beginning of the year.

Jim exercised a great deal of patience in helping us learn the technique of the new offset process that we had to learn. In his own way, he helped keep the paper going all year. I am sure that the entire staff appreciates all the work that he put in to publish the Cowl.

Fourth, I would like to thank Vin Cuddy for all the help he gave to me during my tenure. During the course of the year, he made my job much easier by doing much of the legwork in getting statistics for the team, and keeping me on track for the specific requirements for the sports staff.

If it had not been for his help, the Winter Sports Special would not have been put together so easily. I cannot say enough for all the help he gave me even when he was pressured for time.

Although I have said it before, Providence College is very fortunate to have a dedicated man like Mr. Cuddy working here at the school. When one ponders on what he has gone through physically, one realizes that Providence College will never be able to replace the great contributions that this one man has made to athletics.

Finally, I would like to say a special thank-you to a priest who has operated behind the scenes for a long time without taking any due credit. I am talking about the moderator of our paper, the Reverend Benjamin U. Fay, O.P.

Father Fay, who has been moderator of the Cowl since 1964, has been a big help to both the news and sports department of the paper. He has always been there to help and give advice on editorials, but he has never received any special recognition for his efforts.

Although many students may not know Father Fay unless they have had him for Philosophy, he can be seen taking part in various activities on campus. He is also a very avid sportsfan and has proven this fact by traveling to away games, no matter how far the distance, to root for the Friars.

If one stops to talk to him in the corridor, he usually will tell you some interesting sidelines about a football game played in New York or a track meet in Boston. I can only wonder how he manages to find the time to travel so much while following the teams.

His energies do not stop with his job as moderator of the Cowl or as sportsfan. If one is awake on the morning of a snowstorm, he can find Father Fay helping the maintenance crew shoveling snow. If we all had the energy that he has, we would be much better people.

I am sure that I speak for the entire editorial staff when I say that Father Fay’s suggestions and information have been greatly appreciated. If it had not been for his help last year, the sports department would not have been able to award a plaque for athlete of the year.

I had the honor of working with all of these people during my year as a sports editor. Saying thank-you to all of them really is not enough, but I felt that they all deserved some words of appreciation for jobs well done.
The Friars upset the Bluejays, St. Joe's Hawks Saturday

By Ed Paglia

In a complete reversal of form, the PC Friars recorded upset victories over Niagara University, 73-68, last Friday night, and completed the turnaround with another upset victory over highly touted St. Joe's University and company Monday, 73-68.

After watching the Friars let two leads go to Catholic, plus points and their uninspired defeat of Seton Hall, one could best describe these most recent victories as a journey from the ridiculous to the sublime.

The Creighton Bluejays never really got going in their encounter with the Friars. In a comedy of errors involving 18 first half turnovers by the host team and 17 by PC, Creighton managed to stumble to a 37-31 half time lead. All the more impressive is the fact that they amassed this lead without the aid of their All-American center candidate, Cyril Baptiste, who was forced to the bench with three personal fouls after only four minutes and thirty-six seconds had elapsed.

When Baptiste was in there, the Friars employed a one-three-one collapsing zone defense which successfully thwarted the Bluejays efforts to get him the ball. Although he played the entire second half, and a good portion of that half after he picked up his fourth foul, he managed only three baskets the rest of the way.

At the start of the second half, Friar fortunes took a turn for the better. They outscored the Bluejays 12 to 4 in the first four minutes and 19 seconds of the final stanza to grab a 43-40 lead, a lead which they never relinquished.

The Friars enjoyed leads of between five to eight points for almost the entire second half when, with PC leading 58-50, Creighton ripped off seven consecutive points to tie the score. Then, those seven came via a Vic Collucci technical foul. The Bluejays converted both free throws and made good with a field goal to pull within three at 58-55.

Napoleon's Bonaparte stretched out his stick and just tipped it past the out-of-bounds position before taking the Friars' first goal. Reynolds turned aside a wide variety of shots, 30 in all, by the Knights, whose aggressive forechecking frustrated the Friars all night attempting to move the puck up ice.

The persistent efforts of the Friars in the first period paid off as Tony Bosco tipped home Jerry Reynolds' centering pass from the left corner into the open right side of the net at 2:55. This hit the back of BU's goal mouth.

With just two and a half minutes remaining in the first period, and the Friars hoping to go off with a tie, Clarkson's Mike Collucci poked home a centering pass.

The luckless play of the Friars continued for the second period. All the PC icemen needed was a break. Unfortunately, Clarkson's John Halme not only nullified the net shot home a puck that slid out of a pile-up on the other side of the net, but Tony Bosco's rebound tip-in of Mike Gaffney's blast was stopped on the redline by Bruce Bullock's glove.

The Friars were able to force Niagara into the poor percentage shots, something they were unable to do against Canisius. The brilliant defensive game was reflected in the Eagles' inability to hit their per game average of 79.9 points.

While Niagara was stymied on offense, the Friars enjoyed the benefit of a scoring attack resulting from a deliberate defense. The final scoring play was a 4-on-3 advantage, giving the Eagles to penetrate until the final stages of the game.

The Friars were able to force Niagara into the poor percentage shots, something they were unable to do against Canisius. The brilliant defensive game was reflected in the Eagles' inability to hit their per game average of 79.9 points.

While Niagara was stymied on offense, the Friars enjoyed the benefit of a scoring attack resulting from a deliberate defense. The final scoring play was a 4-on-3 advantage, giving the Eagles to penetrate until the final stages of the game.

The Friars continued to apply pressure throughout, and Bobby Badyk and Gary Williamson missed excellent bids.

John Marchetti blasted a 35 footer off Bullock's glove flipping the Friars within one goal. Both teams were short-handed. The senior defensesman took a pass from Williamson and let go with his shot from a long range. The Friars continued to apply the pressure trying to get the equalizer until the final minute, but the ever-hustling Jim Murphy filled in at center.

Trailing 3-1, the Friars knew they had to get the goal and Leuchshyyn missed at point blank range, and Bobby Badyk and Gary Williamson missed excellent bids.

Marchetti blasted a 35 footer off Bullock's glove flipping the Friars within one goal. Both teams were short-handed. The senior defensesman took a pass from Williamson and let go with his shot from a long range.

The Friars continued to apply the pressure trying to get the equalizer until the final minute, but the ever-hustling Jim Murphy filled in at center.

The Friars were able to force Niagara into the poor percentage shots, something they were unable to do against Canisius. The brilliant defensive game was reflected in the Eagles' inability to hit their per game average of 79.9 points.
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The Friars were able to force Niagara into the poor percentage shots, something they were unable to do against Canisius. The brilliant defensive game was reflected in the Eagles' inability to hit their per game average of 79.9 points.